# CORRIGENDUM

(i) Cat No: 2 - SSE (Bridge) for RRB/Allaspur (CR) 03 vacancies are to be treated as Deleted.
(ii) Cat No: 3 - SSE (Works) For RRB/Central (SR) 15 Vacancies are to be treated as Delected.
(iii) Cat No: 9 - SSE (C&W) for RRB/Mumbai (SCR) 50% intake shall be from Mechanical Engineering alone.
(iv) Cat No: 14 - SSE (Elect)/(GS) of RRB/Thiruvananthapuram (SR) 6 Vacancies pertain to Cat No,15 SSE (Electric)/(TRD).
(v) Cat No: 29 - JE (Drawing) for RRB/Allahabad (WR) suitability for PWD category to be read as OH (OL). Instead of OH (OL) with below knee).
(vi) Cat No: 29 - JE (Drawing) for RRB/Siliguri (NFR) suitability for PWD category to be read as OH (OL) instead of OH & HH and in vacancy position 1 post of HH pertains to OH.
(vii) Cat No: 40 - JE (Elect) of RRB/Ajmer (NWR) 02(Two) vacancies are enhanced for SC-01 and OBC-01. Total posts after enhancement are 08 (Eight Only).
(viii) Cat No: 40 - JE (Elect) of RRB/Bhopal (WCR) 11(Eleven only) vacancies are enhanced for UR-05, SC-02, ST-01 and OBC-03. Total posts after enhancement are 52 (Twenty Three Only).
(ix) Cat No: 40 - JE (Electric)/Thiruvananthapuram (SR) 5 Vacancies pertain to Cat No 41 JE Electric/TRD.
(x) Cat No: 41 - JE (Electrical)/TRD for RRB/Central (SR) to be read as RRB/Central (SR).
(xi) Cat No: 51 - JE (IT) for RRB/Brindavanwars (ECOR) vacancy position is reduced as UR-01, SC-01, ST-01, OBC-01 as Total vacancies are reduced from 04 to 03.

Note: For all the above Categories Refer CEN 01/2015 For Pay band & G.P., Medical Standard, Normal Age & Minimum Educational Qualifications.